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This booklet is intended to walk you through the process
we took to develop Power Plants.

Our brief was to design a citizen science project based in
one of Bristol’s Nature Reserves.

After exploring two of the twelve reserves and talking to
visitors of the sites, we went through several stages of
ideation and synthesis. We also conducted research in
Citizen Science and Game Psychology.

Our final idea developed as a digital system designed to
identify and collect data on the plants in Trooper’s Hill
whilst engaging users in the form of a game.
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When given the brief for this project, we initially collated all the 
information on Bristol’s Nature reserves. For example, why the area 
was protected, the location, and variety of flora and fauna.  We had a 
group discussion on this information and decided that Trooper’s Hill 
and Eastwood Farm were two reserves we were particularly 
interested in visiting.  Troopers Hill was picked out because of its 
outstanding views and variety of species. It also boasted highly rated 
reviews, suggesting it was popular amongst its visitors.  This would 
make it ideal for our research because we would be able to encounter 
more people and so gather more information.  We chose Eastwood 
Farms for similar reasons to Troopers Hill, alongside it having diverse 
environments to explore including rivers, woodlands, marshland and 
ponds. Furthermore, a lot of the photos pictured families, which 
suggested an ideal location for interviews.
After selecting the nature reserves we were going to explore, we 
went about drafting questions which we could approach visitors with. 
Our main aim was to find out what people do in nature reserves; if 
they were particularly involved with environmental conservation and 
whether they visited the site regularly. We also wanted to gain insight 
in to how we could implement a project that is both beneficial for the 
nature reserve and fun for the attending public. Our aim was to 
interview 10 people at each location, although we ended up 
interviewing around 13 people overall due to the lack of visitors to 
Eastwood Farm. 
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Overall, we interviewed 10 people at Troopers Hill and gained a lot of
insights as to what attracted people to the site and whether they had an
interest in Citizen Science. Half of the people we interviewed said they
would be interested in taking part in a project, whereas the other half’s
concerns were time management and lack of interest.
Many people described the site as peaceful, clean and quiet, and often
commented on the outstanding views from the hill. A lot of people we
interviewed were dog walkers and parents with their children. Some
people commented on the maintenance of the site affecting wildlife.
Especially where trees and shrubs were being cut back.* We also
discovered that Friends of Trooper’s Hill (a local conservation group)
often ran Citizen Science projects such as bird spotting, moth surveys,
and events in the summer for children. With the amount of people
visiting the site at 10am on a Friday morning, we concluded that it was a
popular reserve, increasing the chances for participation in the project
we were going to design.

*In our interview with Susan, Chairperson of Friends of Trooper’s Hill, she explained that this was part of
the conservation to protect wildlife and plant-life unique to Trooper’s Hill. By removing invasive and non-
native species of plants, the native ones have a better chance of surviving. For example, on our conservation
trip, we removed a lot of bramble which covered lichen and allowed bare ground to be exposed which
provides habitats for mining bees.

In contrast to Trooper’s Hill, Eastwood Farm was a very large, quiet site
with signs that it was not well maintained. In total, we encountered three
people on our visit. Although this meant we were not able to gather
much research from visitors, it did give us an indication to the likelihood
of recruiting participants for a project. From our interviews, we
discovered that this site was built on a former landfill, and we
encountered lots of litter making it hugely unappealing and dangerous to
wildlife. The people we encountered were dog walkers who enjoyed the
site as it was very remote and quiet, however they did not enjoy the
amount litter or the lack of facilities to dispose of waste. We also came
across several broken signs which appeared to originally give information
about the site but were now faded or vandalised. Eastwood Farm left us
disappointed and gave us the impression that a Citizen Science project
would not be beneficial to the site nor would it attract many participants.
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Clary & Snyder’s (1999) theory is that motivations which lead to
participation can be broken up into six different types. It consists of
Understanding motivation (wanting to learn new things), Values motivation
(when people have a concern for others), Social motivation (desire to meet
new people and socialise), Enhancement motivation (wanting to improve
themselves), Protective motivation (volunteer to reduce negative feelings),
Career motivation (hoping to gain experience and find future work).
Following this theory, we decided to pick out our top three motivations
that would be the drive and incentive for our participants in this project.
These were Understanding motivation (learn about new plants and how to
preserve them and identify them), Social motivation (good way to meet
other participants with similar interests and get involved in other citizen
science projects and volunteering) and Values motivation (have the
opportunity to help Friends of Troopers Hill, help preserve plants and help
Troopers Hill by collecting and mapping plant data).

Hobbs & White (2012; cited in West & Pateman, ) suggests there are three
main factors affecting people’s decision to participate; 1) they need to be
aware that opportunity exists 2) the opportunity needs to work for them 3)
they need to be motivated to participate. Therefore, these were the three
main factors we focused on when deciding how to attract participants to our
Citizen Science project and how to plan out or project in a way that is
enticing and sustainable.

A theory we were heavily influenced by was Bruyere & Rappe (2007) and
Jacobson et al. (2012) which states that people who use a site recreationally
and for their own enjoyment, are more likely to want to work on and
improve the site. In our case this was a perfect theory to rely upon, because
if children and adults use our app on Troopers Hill recreationally, to find
plants and play against others, they are more likely to come back to
Troopers Hill and volunteer in Citizen Science projects and continue to use
the app to help gather data and preserve plants.
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Bell et al. (2008) found that the Understanding motivation can be broken up
into ‘wanting to learn new things’ and ‘wanting to share existing knowledge
with other’s. This is followed by (Clary & Snyder 1999) theory that younger
volunteers are often wanting to learn new skills, where as older volunteers
are more likely to share their existing skills. We took consideration of this
when designing our app – as on one hand the game is made to teach children
about different plants and help them gain skills and on the other, a lot of the
information about plants is crowd sourced by older people who have
experience in and knowledge of plants.

O’Brien et al. (2010) found that barriers to volunteering consisted largely of
time pressures, people are very concerned with time and feel like they do
not have enough time to volunteer, or volunteering may take longer than
they wish. We took this into consideration when designing our app and
eliminated this barrier by making this project completely unlimited in time.
Participants can choose themselves when they want to go to Troopers Hill
to collect data, how long they want to stay and how often they want to come
– therefore there are no deadlines or time commitments that could restrict
them, they are completely free to participate and use the app whenever they
want.

O’Brien et al. (2010) also identified that another barrier for participants is
the lack of opportunities to volunteer and lack of understanding of the
project the participant could volunteer for. As theorised by Van Vliet et al.
(2014) a ‘scattergun approach’ could be successful in advertising to large
amounts of people through social media, posters, leaflets etc. Therefore,
when advertising our project, we would use the Friends of Troopers Hill
Facebook page, send out newsletter and emails, and introduce the app during
other Citizen Science projects held at Troopers Hill. This would expand the
demographic of our users and spread knowledge of the app through word of
mouth.
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Synthesis was arguably one of the most important stages of our
design (thinking) process. We were able to gain crucial insights and
idea directions on the project, whilst exploring market gaps.

Synthesis is the combination of components or elements to form a
connected whole. It is organising complexity or finding clarity in
chaos. As such, synthesis involves organising, manipulating and
filtering data - observed and researched (into a cohesive structure
for information building).

Synthesis of information was focused solely on Troopers Hill and
performed with facilitation in order to guide and direct the group
through the synthesis process. Pen and post-it notes were used
to record observations, with yellow mostly used to colour-code
the interview questions.

In order to warm up for synthesis the group started off with a 3
(rounds of) short, quick exercises. The group had to come up
with some surprising observations (off the top of their head) from
the Troopers Hill visit and then we went round and read out our
post-it note before putting it on the board. This was repeated for
a 2 word description of Troopers Hill and a sentence description
of the Troopers Hill site.

After this, the group systematically worked through each
interview question - extracting observations from notes or
memories. The group also then analysed the physical, social and
psychological contours of Troopers Hill.
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Below are a couple of the observations the group found 
interesting, from each question topic: 

What equipment did you bring?
Most observations showed people didn’t bring much equipment. If 
they bought something other than the bare necessities (i.e. phone, 
wallet, etc) then it was usually related to dog walking. 
What appeals to you about Troopers Hill?
People enjoyed the nature in Troopers Hill - from the hills to the 
open space to the varied flora and fauna. 
What would you like to see here? (that isn’t 
already here)
Some observations showed people visiting the Troopers Hill 
nature reserve wanted to know a little more about the the
wildlife and the effect of Friends of Troopers Hill.  
What nature have you seen?
Visitors to the site had seen everything from deers, foxes and 
badgers to butterflies, bees and bats. 
How often do you come here?
Troopers Hill appeared to have lots of people that consistently 
use the site - daily or weekly. 
Have you heard of/taken part in citizen science?
A more surprising finding from the group’s observations was 
there was a large lack of knowledge around citizen science - with 
prompts like the birdwatch count having to be given in the vast 
majority of cases. 

Our interview with Susan from Friends of Troopers
Hill.
It was very interesting to talk to Susan and find out about the vast
variety of species - from 24 butterfly species to 78 different types of
bee. The in-depth thought involved in the management surprised the
group too, from the large amount of management ‘zones’ to the
thought involved based on the acidity or coverage of the soils/ground.
We also learned that the data collected from the site was put onto
their website and that events like ‘Bugs and Beasties’ in August are
popular.
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Physical contours: slopes, open heath, chimney landmark, variety of
plants
Social contours: dog walkers, families, football, picnics and taking a
break
Psychological contours: many desire trails, relaxed and serene, safe,
community and connected.

After our initial visit to Troopers Hill, the group decided that some
should go back for another interview with Susan. Some of the
group volunteered in 2 hour conservation work, and then got the
chance to sit down and gather more information on the site. Some
of the interesting findings are seen below:
- The latest plant survey had been done in 1999, and so is quite

outdated.
- Plants are a relatively unexplored area of research, and so would

make a good topic to base the project on.
- In their previous research projects, they had usually had experts/

trained staff to oversee or to provide training in either handling
or identifying the targets of the research project.

- These research projects are usually used as a form of educating
the public, as well as a way of providing valuable data.

On top of our project research, we had collated a lot of past 
research projects conducted at Troopers Hill and this gave us a 
good insight to what people were interested in at Troopers Hill.
We had projects like:

- Ivan Packer’s dissertation on small mammals present at 
Troopers Hill (2008)

- Rebecca Beighton dissertation covering soil investigation 
(2013)

- David Gibbs’ study on invertebrates (2007)
- David Notton’s study on bee species (2015)

We read through all these studies and sorted them into a 2x2 grid; 
the axis being how complete their data was, and the level of 
expertise was needed to carry them out.
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Opportunity 
Area

We were left with a gap where complete data was just not possible 
without experts carrying out the study.
This made a lot of sense because the general public wouldn’t be 
expected to be experts in fields like entomology or botany and so 
we wanted to try bridge that gap and provide a study that gives 
complete and valuable data coming from predominantly public 
participation but with the aid of experts.
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We decided to participate in one of the conservation parties held by the 
Friends of Trooper Hill (FoTH) and for the entire session, their main focus 
was to maintain plant populations on the hillside. This was an eye-opener as 
we saw that one of their main conservation efforts was actually to maintain 
plant populations that would encourage biodiversity in the nature reserve. 
Though it seemed counter productive, that we were cutting down certain 
populations of plants (mainly bramble and budding evergreens), they 
explained that this was to maintain the rarer plant populations that are 
threatened by the growth of these plant populations on the hill. This was a 
good initial nudge in the area of plant life, as more accurate data on that 
would do well for the volunteer group to have, meaning that they would be 
able to better plan their conservation efforts and react appropriately to ever 
changing populations.

After the volunteer work party, we sat down with the chair of the 
volunteer group for the FoTH, Susan Campbell. She was kind enough to 
allow us to use her as a resident expert for our nature reserve. Through 
that interview, we gathered that Troopers Hill was particularly popular 
with certain study projects, with topics spanning from invertebrates to 
soil. However, she did also mention of a lack of current data for the plant 
life situation, on the hill. She put a particular emphasis on that area of 
exploration during our interview, saying how the data they do have of 
plant life had not been updated since 1999, whereas topics such as 
invertebrates were due to have another expert survey to be done this 
year by none other than David Gibbs. So with all that into consideration, 
we wanted to design a project and base it around data being collected by 
the public to update the data the FoTH have of plant life on Troopers Hill.
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The group’s second interview with Susan led to the discovery that the
last flower check held at Troopers Hill was conducted in 1999, over
20 years ago. Other wildlife, such as invertebrates, small mammals and
insects are all measured and checked on by experts and volunteers
regularly. Having also previously found that Troopers Hill is rare in
having acidic soil in Bristol, the group decided ideation should revolve
around the idea of collecting data about the plant life at Troopers Hill.
The gap in detailed citizen-led research could be used to collect the
information about the plant life. As a result, the group began ideating
around how to engage citizens/the community in the collection of such
data.

The first thoughts about ideas were trying to work out how to reveal
more about the population of plants and so help to inform the
management plan to best conserve and protect Troopers Hill.
Inspired by the Bugs and Beasties, initial ideas revolved around creating
an event and then morphed into creating a game out of plant data
collection. These ideas all involved thinking about what equipment site
visitors had on them, and given that this was minimal and usually just
the bare necessities, the phone quickly became the source of focus.
This led to two ideas:
A Pokemon go style ai app: using their phone people could go around
scanning different plants. An artificial intelligence system would then
identify the plant type and reward you with points depending on the
rarity, or how much it had been captured that day.
I spy books digitalised: using their phone, people could be given photos
of plants and an identification description, and then they had to search
for that plant on Troopers Hill. When they found the plant they could
then send a photo in and move onto the next plant.
These ideas both had the same flaw however; there was no easy way
of the Friends of Troopers Hill being able to track where these plants
were.
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Whilst keeping these ideas in mind, the group began ideating
around how locations could be tagged onto the plant information
sent in to the Friends of Troopers Hill. Geo-tagging came to mind,
although the accuracy of this was not detailed-enough for a site the
size of Troopers Hill. This led to some research for alternatives, and
the group stumbled across “what3words” - which divides the world
up into 3 by 3metre grids, and so had suitable accuracy for the site.

At first, this idea was added to the existing ideas in varied ways, but
the group felt a more efficient method of collating the gathered
data for the Friends of Troopers Hill was necessary. This was when
the group moved onto the idea of creating a virtual map for the
photos/plant information to be location tagged onto. These maps
could then work in the background of the app and be accessible to
the friends of Troopers Hill. By creating virtual maps, not only could
the Friends of Troopers Hill visualise the plant life and what needs
to be done where, but they could do so over time, as the app
continued in its use.

After this breakthrough in ideation, the group started on thinking
how to incorporate the collection of photographic data,
identification information and location with the workings of an
entertaining game. The group first came to a system that uses the
camera to take a photo of the plant and then artificial intelligence
to identify the plant. Once this is done, the location would be
tracked and the user would unlock a character in the game aspect.
This character could then be used to battle other players and is
upgraded by finding more of similar species. Characters are based
on broad plant species families - thus resulting in roughly 5-10
players in the game that’s then able to be followed by the player,
rather than 50 or more.
It was then thought that when the plant species is identified, a
short paragraph or a couple of sentences could be provided, with
the bonus message, to inform the player about the species. This
method would help educate the community too.
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Why do we enjoy building and personalizing
virtual environments?

In evolutionary psychology, the theory of signalling
suggests that a lot of our actions are actually
methods of communicating our qualities. For
example, a really lovely, well-tended garden is a
public signal of how responsible and dutiful you are,
and how good you are at taking care of things
(Koster, 2004).

The peacock effect also known as conspicuous
consumption was a theory first postulated
by Thorstein Veblen in 1899 and it suggests that
people will be very motivated to put lots of effort in
if it means that they ‘look’ better than others. This
may be especially true in free-to-play games that
allow players to spend money on customisation
options like new outfits or building blocks: the more
you purchase and show off, the theory suggests, the
richer you feel in comparison to friends (Sundie et
al., 2011).

This means people enjoy building and personalising
virtual environments as it shows off wealth and
possessions and makes them look rich in
comparison to friends. Therefore, in our game we
will include a ‘virtual garden' where players can plant
all the species they have collected from troopers
hill, as well as use SunCoins to buy extra
decorations. This garden can be visited by their
friends and we think this will be a big motivating
force to continue to using the app and scan more
plants.
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Loss Aversion
Loss aversion is another psychological motivation at 
work in these games (Madigan, 2015). People hate 
to lose things and hate to lose options to do things 
once obtained. Therefore, the virtual garden will 
need to be maintained and plants watered 
otherwise they will die, this will keep people coming 
back to the game. Not only this, but losing a card to 
your friend in a battle will be a big motivator to go 
out and scan more plants so you can get back what 
you lost and beat your friend in the next battle.

Instant Gratification
For a game to be engaging and exciting there needs 
to be an element of instant gratification. Therefore, 
when participants scan the plants we want them to 
get an instant reward (unlocking a new character, or 
upgrading an existing one). Furthermore, this will be 
accompanied with flashing colours, upbeat music 
and affirming words like “Amazing!", which appeal 
directly to our dopamine reward receptors.

Disproportionate feedback
This is a concept borrowed from slot machines, 
which use "the illusion of control". Providing lots of 
nudge buttons and other input options – together 
with flashing lights and sound rewards – fools us 
into thinking we are skilled players rather than 
victims of a very clever system. Therefore, in the 
Top Trumps game, instead of the game randomly 
drawing a card we could lay all the cards out face 
down and let the user choose one. Although the 
card they receive will still be random, the illusion of 
choice will help to reward the player and get them 
hooked (Dowling et al., 2005).
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Plants v Plants
Scanning a plant in Trooper’s Hill will give a player 1
out of 5 available Power Plant seeds in the game. They
can plant these seeds in a virtual garden and, once they
have grown, the player can use them in game.
These Power Plants will have different abilities which can
be used in battle against other players. Winning a game
will award Sun Coins. These can be used to purchase
items to customize their virtual garden.

Top Trumps
Each species has its own card and special
characteristics. Players build up their deck by
scanning plants around Trooper’s Hill and they can
then battle other players. When players challenge
each other, a random card is drawn from both
decks. The attacker can choose a category that he
thinks will have a higher score than the other
player. e.g. The attacker draws a Nettle so
he choses poison level 8 which beats the defenders
daisy which has poison level 0. The winner gets to
keep the other player’s card. Each play 5 rounds
being the attacker and the defender, and whoever
wins overall improves their ranking against their
friend group. The winner will also receive SunCoins
which can be used to purchase items to customize
their virtual gardens. The game will be
educational (learning about all the plants at the
reserve) as well as addictive (they keep using the app
and scanning more plants).
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We will create an interactive species map of Troopers
hill. We will divide the nature reserve into a 3x3 grid,
with the aim of discovering what different plant species
exist inside each grid-square. The app will have a
camera screen with some elements of Augmented
Reality (AR) to guide players around the reserve and
facilitate high quality scans of the plants. Once the
player has uploaded a photo the plant will be identified
using iNaturalist (AI or user) and the location data will
be used to update the species map. This will also
prevent people from scanning the same plant multiple
times.

iNaturalist is open source meaning it can be used and
developed by anyone. It provides a crowd-sourced
species identification system – if someone posts a
photo of a species they don't recognize to iNaturalist,
the community identify it. On average observations
take 18 days to be identified by the community, with
half of all observations identified in the first 2 days.
There have also been major advances in machine
learning approaches like computer vision in the past
few years that can identify species in seconds.

Computer Vision Demo can be found at:
www.inaturalist.org/computer_vision_demo

https://www.inaturalist.org/computer_vision_demo
https://www.inaturalist.org/computer_vision_demo
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We have designed a digital system that allows you to use your
smartphone to locate and identify plants on Troopers Hill. The user
can download an app on both Android and iPhone and would use it
by scanning plants with their phone camera. Once the plant has
been scanned, the system identifies what sort of plant it is and
provides information about it, if the system cannot identify the
plant, the image is sent to a crowd sourcing website to be identified.
The user receives a card for every plant they discover. Each card
has categories along with points assign to each one. These virtual
cards can then be used to play a game of “top trumps” against
someone else. The rarer the plant the more points they receive, so
the more incentive to keep hunting for plants. The system will
contain an aerial map of Trooper’s Hill where players can see
where they are, where and what plants they have found, and where
friends are too.
Furthermore, players will also have a virtual garden where they can
view their plants and spend in-game currency on items to customise
their garden.
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